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Abstract
Let Vn,d ⊆ PN , for N :=
(n+d
n
) − 1, be the order-d Veronese embedding of Pn, Xn,d :=
T (Vn,d ) ⊆ PN the tangent developable of Vn,d , and Ss−1(Xn,d ) ⊆ PN the s-secant variety of Xn,d ,
i.e. the closure in PN of the union of all (s − 1)-linear spaces spanned by s points of Xn,d .
Ss−1(Xn,d ) has expected dimension min{N, (2n + 1)s − 1}. Catalisano, Geramita, and Gimigliano
conjectured that Ss−1(Xn,d ) has always the expected dimension, except when d = 2, n 2s or d = 3
and n = 2,3,4. In this paper we prove their conjecture when n = 2 and n = 3.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Y ⊂ PN be a closed and integral m-dimensional variety and t a non-negative in-
teger. The (t + 1)-secant variety St (Y ) ⊂ PN of Y is the closure in PN of the union of
all t-dimensional linear spaces spanned by t + 1 distinct points of Y . Thus St (Y ) is irre-
ducible, S0(Y ) = Y and dim(St (Y ))  min{(t + 1)(m + 1) − 1,N} [1]. We will say that
Y is (t + 1)-nondegenerate if dim(St (Y )) = min{(t + 1)(m + 1) − 1,N}. Let X ⊂ PN be
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the closure in PN of the union of all embedded tangent spaces TPX ⊂ PN with P ∈ Xred.
Thus T (X) is irreducible and dim(T (X))  min{N,2n}. We will say that X is tangen-
tially nondegenerate or tangentially 1-ordinary if dim(T (X)) = 2n. For any non-negative
integer t , we will say that X is tangentially (t + 1)-nondegenerate or tangentially (t + 1)-
ordinary if dim(T (X)) = 2n and T (X) is (t + 1)-ordinary, i.e. if dim(T (X)) = 2n and
dim(St (T (X))) = min{(t + 1)(2n+ 1)− 1,N}.




) − 1, be the order-d Veronese embedding of Pn and
Xn,d := T (Vn,d) ⊆ PN the tangent developable of Vn,d . M.V. Catalisano, A.V. Geramita,
and A. Gimigliano conjectured that every secant variety of Xn,d has the expected dimen-
sion, except when d = 2 and n  2s or d = 3 and n = s = 2,3,4 [4, Conjecture 4.1].
They showed that in the exceptional cases d = 2 and n 2s or d = 3 and n = s = 2,3,4
the variety Ss−1(Xn,d) has not the expected dimension. In this paper we will use the Ho-
race Method [2,3,6] to prove this conjecture for n = 2 and n = 3, i.e. we will prove the
following results.
Theorem 1. For all integers d  4 and s  1, the order-d Veronese embedding X2,d ⊂ PN ,
N = (n + 2)(n − 1)/2 − 1, of P2 has s-ordinary tangent developable T (X2,d ), i.e.
dim(Ss−1(T (X2,d ))) = min{N,5s − 1}.
Theorem 2. For all integers d  4 and s  1, the order-d Veronese embedding




) − 1, of P3 has s-ordinary tangent developable T (X3,d ), i.e.
dim(Ss−1(T (X3,d ))) = min{N,7s − 1}.
As in [4] we work over an algebraically closed field K with char(K) = 0.
2. The proofs
Remark 1. Let X be an integral scheme, L ∈ Pic(X), Z ⊂ X a closed subscheme and
D ⊂ X an effective Cartier divisor. The residual scheme ResD(Z) of Z with respect to D
is the closed subscheme of X with Hom(ID,IZ) as ideal sheaf. We have an exact sequence
on X:
0 → IResD(X) ⊗L(−D) → IZ ⊗L → IZ∩D,D ⊗ (L|D) → 0. (1)
From (1) we obtain h0(X,IZ ⊗L) h0(X,IResD(X)⊗L(−D))+h0(D,IZ∩D,D ⊗(L|D))
and h1(X,IZ ⊗ L) h1(X,IResD(X) ⊗ L(−D)) + h1(D,IZ∩D,D ⊗ (L|D)). This simple
observation will be called the Horace Lemma. This observation is a very particular case of
the Horace Method (see [2,3,6]).
Remark 2. Let H ⊂ Pn be a hyperplane and P ∈ H . Let Z be a (2,3)-point of Pn in the
sense of [4, p. 977], supported by P . Hence length(Z) = 2n + 1, Zred = {P } and there
is a line L ⊂ Pn such that P ∈ D and IZ = (I{P })3 + (IL)2. If L ⊂ H , then H ∩ Z
is a (2,3)-point of H and hence length(Z ∩ H) = 2n − 1 and length(ResH (Z)) = 2;
E. Ballico / Journal of Algebra 288 (2005) 279–286 281more precisely, in this case ResH (Z) is the first infinitesimal neighborhood of P in L.
If L  H , then length(Z ∩ H) = n, Z ∩ H is the first infinitesimal neighborhood of P
in H , length(ResH (Z)) = n + 1 and ResH (Z) is the first infinitesimal neighborhood of P
in Pn; hence in this case ResH (Z) ∩ H is the first infinitesimal neighborhood of P in H
and ResH (ResH (Z)) = {P } (with its reduced structure).
For all positive integers n and d , define the integers sn,d and rn,d by the relations





, 0 rn,d  2n. (2)
For every pair (n, s) of positive integers, the critical value of the pair (n, s) is the minimal
integer d such that (2n+ 1)s  (n+d
d
)
. The integer sn,d is the maximal integer such that the
pair (n, sn,d ) has critical value d .
Remark 3. By [4, Section 2], to check that Xn,d is s-ordinary for all s it is sufficient to find
a disjoint union Z ⊂ Pn (respectively W ⊂ Pn) of sn,d (respectively sn,d + 1) (2,3)-points
of Pn such that h0(Pn,IZ(d)) = rn,d and h0(Pn,IW(d)) = 0. Call A(n,d) the existence
of Z and B(n,d) the existence of W . If rn,d = 0 it is sufficient to check the existence of
the scheme Z.
Remark 4. Fix a hyperplane H of Pn. Look at Remark 3. By semicontinuity, to check that
Xn,d is s-ordinary for all s, it is sufficient to find zero-dimensional schemes Z′, W ′ of Pn
such that h0(Pn,IZ′(d)) = rn,d , h0(Pn,IW ′(d)) = 0, Z′ is a flat degeneration of a family
of disjoint unions of sn,d (2,3)-points of Pn and W ′ is a flat degeneration of a family of
disjoint unions of sn,d +1 (2,3)-points of Pn. Even more is true. By the differential lemma
proved in [3] (see [3, Propositions 8.2 and 9.1, and Fig. 1 at p. 308]) as a virtual scheme Q
(not an actual scheme), we may take “something working like a zero-dimensional scheme,”
Q, such that Q∩H has length 1, ResH (Q) has length 2n, ResH (Q)∩H has length n and
ResH (ResH (Q)) has length n, i.e. instead of the integers (n + 1, n) or (n,n,1) allowable
by true schemes, we may use the integers (1, n,n) (see [3, Fig. 1 at p. 308]). We will call
it a specialization of type (1, n,n) with respect to H and supported by the point Qred ∈ H .
Proof of Theorem 1. Fix a line D ⊂ P2. First, we assume d = 4. We have s2,4 = 3 and
r2,4 = 0. Hence it is sufficient to prove A(2,4) (Remark 4). Fix two general points P1
and P2 of D. Let Z1 be the (2,3)-point with length(Z1 ∩D) = 3 and (Z1)red = {P1}. The
scheme ResD(Z1) has length 2, it is contained in D and it is the first infinitesimal neighbor-
hood of P1 in D. Hence length(ResD(Z1)∩D) = 2 and ResD(ResD(Z1)) = ∅. Let Z2 be a
general (2,3)-point with (Z2)red = {P2}. Notice that length(Z2 ∩D) = 2 and ResD(Z2) =
2P2 is the first infinitesimal neighborhood of P2 in P2. Hence length(ResD(Z2) ∩ D) = 2
and that ResD(ResD(Z2)) = {P2}. Let Z3 be a general (2,3)-point. Set Z := Z1 ∪Z2 ∪Z3.
Hence Z ∩ D has length 5, ResD(Z) = Z3 ∪ B with length(B) = 4 and ResD(B) = {P }.
By the Horace Lemma we have h0(P2,IZ(4)) = h0(P2,IB∪Z3(3)) = h0(P2,I{P2}∪Z3(2)).
By the generality of P2, to prove A(2,4) it is sufficient to show that h0(P2,IZ3(2)) = 1
and this is easy using plane conics; this equality is also equivalent to dim(X2,4) = 4 which
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and r2,5 = 1. We will check only A(2,5), the proof of B(2,5) being very similar, but
easier. Fix two general points P1 and P2 of D. Let Zi , i = 1,2, be the (2,3)-point with
length(Zi ∩ D) = 3 and (Zi)red = {Pi}. For any zero-dimensional scheme B ⊂ P2 with
B ∩ D = ∅, we have h0(P2,IZ1∪Z2∪B(5)) = h0(P2,IResD(Z1∪Z2)∪B(4)). Let B be the
union of 2 general (2,3)-points. Since length(ResD(Z1 ∪ Z2) ∩ D) = 4, to check that
h0(P2,IResD(Z1∪Z2)∪B(4)) = 1 and hence to prove A(2,5) it is sufficient to prove that
h0(P2,IB(3)) = 0. We make a (1,2,2)-trick with one of the two (2,3)-points of B , so
that on D we have a virtual scheme of length 5. Hence to prove A(2,5) it is sufficient
to show h0(P2,IE∪Z4(2)) = 1 with Z4 general (2,3)-point and F length-4 scheme with
length(F ∩ D) = 2, length(ResD(F)) = 2 and ResD(F) ⊂ D. This is easy making an-
other (1,2,2)-trick with a deformation of Z4. Now we assume d = 6. We have s2,6 = 5
and r2,6 = 3. To check A(2,6), we take one (2,3)-point Z1 with length(Z1 ∩ D) = 3
and two (2,3)-points Zi , 1  i  2, with length(Zi ∩ D) = 2. The residual scheme B
of Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ Z3 with respect to D is the union of a length-2 scheme W1 ⊂ D with the
point P1 := (Z1)red as support and the first infinitesimal neighborhood 2Pi of the points
Pi := (Zi)red, i = 2,3. By the Horace Lemma, to check A(2,6) it is sufficient to prove
h0(P2,IB∪E(5)) = 3, where E is the union of two general (2,3)-points. Since B ∩ D
has length 6 and ResD(B) = {P1}, to check h0(P2,IB∪E(5)) = 3 it is sufficient to prove
h0(P2,I{P1}∪E(4)) = 3 (the Horace Lemma). For a general such scheme E with Ered ⊂ D,
we have length(({P1} ∪ E) ∩ D) = 5 and hence h0(P2,IB∪E(4)) = h0(P2,IF (3)), where
F is the first infinitesimal neighborhood of the two points Ered, concluding the proof of
A(2,6). Now we check B(2,6). The first two steps are as in the proof of A(2,6). We re-
duce the proof of B(2,6) to the proof that h0(P2,IB∪E′(5)) = 0, where E′ is a general
union of 3 (2,3)-points and then to the proof that h0(P2,I{P1}∪E′(4)) = 0. By the general-
ity of D and {P1} inside D, it is sufficient to prove that h0(P2,IE′(4) 1, which is true by
[4, bottom of p. 984]. Now assume d = 7. We have s2,7 = 7 and r2,7 = 1. First we check
A(2,7). We take the union Z1 ∪Z2 ∪Z3 of three (2,3)-points with length(Zi ∩D) = 3 for
i = 1,2 and length(Z3 ∩ D) = 2. Then at the next step with respect to OP2(6) we insert a
specialization of type (1,2,2). Taking once again the residual scheme with respect to D,
we obtain a scheme B with length(B ∩D) = 3 and length(ResD(B)) = 2. Call J the union
of ResD(B) and 3 general (2,3)-points. We specialize J to a scheme with intersection
multiplicity 5 with D and conclude by the Horace Lemma. The proof of B(2,7) is much
easier and left to the reader. Now assume d  8. First assume d + 1 = 3m for some inte-
ger m. We take the union Z′ of m (2,3)-points Zi , 1  i m, with length(Zi ∩ D) = 3.
Hence length(Z′ ∩ D) = d + 1. The residual scheme ResD(Z′) has length 2m and it is
supported by D. Let α and β be the integers defined by the relations d − 2m = 3α + 2β
and 0 β  2. Since d  2m + 2, we have α  0. Let Γ be a general union of α (2,3)-
points which intersect D in a length-3 scheme and β (2,3)-points which intersects D in
a length-2 scheme. Thus length((Γ ∪ ResD(Z′)) ∩ D) = d . Notice the intersection with
D of the residual scheme of Γ ∪ ResD(Z′) with respect to D has length at most d − 1
and hence it imposes independent conditions to forms of degree d − 2. To check A(2, d),
we are reduced to proving h1(P2,IS∪F (d − 2)) = 0, where F is a general union of (2,3)-
points and S ⊂ D with x := length(S) d − 1. We have h1(P2,IS∪F (d − 2)) = 0 if and
only if h1(P2,IF (d − 2)) = 0, h0(P2,IF (d − 2)) x (i.e. length(F ) d(d − 1)/2 − x)
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x := length(S) d − 1 and length(F ) d(d − 1)/2 − x, we are reduced to proving that
F has the expected postulation. We always have card(F ) < s2,d−2 and hence we conclude
by induction on d .
Now assume d + 1 = 3m + 1 for some integer m. We add m (2,3)-points Zi with
length(Zi ∩ D) = 3 and insert a specialization of type (1,2,2). Now assume d + 1 =
3m+ 2 for some integer m. To check B(2, d), we check h0(P2,IS∪F ′(d − 1)) = 0 instead
of h1(P2,IS∪F (d − 1)) = 0, in which F ′ has one more (2,3)-point in general position,
concluding the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let X be a reduced scheme. A length-2 connected zero-dimensional subscheme of X
will be called a tangent vector of X. If X is smooth and irreducible, the set of all tangent
vectors to X is an integral variety of dimension 2(dim(X)). Hence in this case for any
positive integer x we may speak about a general union of x tangent vectors of X. If X is
irreducible but not smooth, then the same is true if we consider only tangent vectors to
smooth points of X.
In the next lemma we use [5] and hence we use our characteristic-zero assumption.
Lemma 1. Let X be an integral projective scheme with dim(X)  2, H ⊂ X an integral
effective Cartier divisor of X not contained in the singular locus of X, Z ⊂ X\H a zero-
dimensional scheme and x a positive integer. Let A ⊂ H be a general union of x tangent
vectors of H . Assume h0(X,L))− h0(X,L(−H)) 2x. Then:
(a) If h0(X,IZ ⊗ L(−H))  h0(X,IZ ⊗ L) − 2x, then h0(X,IZ∪A ⊗ L) =
h0(X,IZ ⊗L)− 2x.
(b) If h1(X,IZ ⊗L(−H)) = 0, then h1(X,IZ∪A ⊗L) = 0.
Proof. We will prove only part (a), part (b) being similar. By semicontinuity and the as-
sumption dim(H) = dim(X)− 1 1, it is sufficient to show the result when A is a general
union of x tangent vectors of H . Let W ⊆ H 0(H,L|H) be the image of the restriction
map H 0(X,IZ ⊗ L) → H 0(H,L|H). By assumption, we have dim(W)  2. Part (a) is
equivalent to show that a general A ⊂ H imposes 2x independent conditions to W . This is
a very particular case of [5]. 
In the case Z ∩H 
= ∅, the same proof gives the following result.
Lemma 2. Let X be an integral projective scheme with dim(X)  2, H ⊂ X an integral
effective Cartier divisor of X not contained in the singular locus of X, Z ⊂ X a zero-
dimensional scheme and x a positive integer. Set Z′ := Z ∩ H , Z′′ := ResH (Z) and y :=
length(Z′). Let A ⊂ H be a general union of x tangent vectors of H . Assume h0(X,L) −
h0(X,L(−H)) 2x. Then:
(a) If h0(X,IZ′′ ⊗ L(−H)) h0(X,IZ ⊗ L) − 2x − y and h1(H,IZ′,H ⊗ (L|H)) = 0,
then h0(X,IZ∪A ⊗L) = h0(X,IZ ⊗L)− 2x − y.(b) If h1(X,IZ′′ ⊗L(−H)) = h1(H,IZ′,H ⊗ (L|H)) = 0, then h1(X,IZ∪A ⊗L) = 0.
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lation of more general zero-dimensional subschemes of P2. To introduce them, we need
the following notation. Since 5 and 3 are coprime, for every integer d there are uniquely
determined integers ad and bd such that
5ad + 3bd = (d + 2)(d + 1)/2, 0 bd  4. (3)
Consider the following assertion D(2, d), d  4, concerning zero-dimensional sub-
schemes of P2:
D(2, d), d  4. There exists a disjoint union Z ⊂ P2 of ad (2,3)-points and bd first infi-
nitesimal neighborhoods 2Pi of points Pi ∈ P2 such that h0(P2,IZ(d)) = 0.
Let Z ⊂ P2 be a disjoint union of ad (2,3)-points and bd first infinitesimal neighbor-
hoods 2Pi of points Pi ∈ P2. By (3) we have h0(P2,IZ(d)) = h1(P2,IZ(d)).
Remark 5. We have bd = 0 if and only if r2,d = 0 and in this case ad = s2,d and D(2, d)
is equivalent to A(2, d). Hence D(2, d) is true if r2,d = 0 (Theorem 1). We have r2,d = 0,
ad = s2,d and bd = 0 if d  4 and d ≡ 3,4 (mod 5). Thus D(2, d) is true if d  4 and
d ≡ 3,4 (mod 5). We have r2,d = 1, bd = 2 and ad = s2,d − 1 if d ≡ 0,2 (mod 5). We
have r2,d = 3, bd = 1 and ad = s2,d if d ≡ 1 (mod 5).
Lemma 3. Assertion D(2, d) is true for every integer d  4.
Proof. Let D ⊂ P2 be a line. By Remark 5, D(2,4) is true. Now assume d = 5. Let
Pi , 1  i  2, be two general points of D and Zi , i = 1,2, the (2,3)-point of P2 with
(Zi)red = {Pi} and length(Zi ∩ D) = 3. Let Z ⊂ P2 be the union of Z1, Z2, 3 gen-
eral (2,3)-points Zi , i = 3,4,5, and two general first infinitesimal neighborhoods Ai ,
i = 6,7. Thus E := ResD(Z) is the union of two general tangent vectors of D, Zi ,
i = 3,4,5, and Aj , j = 6,7. Since length(Z1 ∪ Z2) = 6, the Horace Lemma with re-
spect to D implies h0(P2,IZ(5))  h0(P2,IE(4)). By Lemma 1, it is sufficient to prove
h1(P2,IZ3∪Z4∪Z5∪A6∪A7(4)) = 0. This is similar to the proof of A(2,4) and left to the
reader. Now assume d = 6. Let Pi , 1  i  3, be three general points of D, Z1 the
(2,3)-point of P2 with (Z1)red = {P1} and length(Zi ∩ D) = 3, Z2 a (2,3)-point such
that (Z2)red = {P2} and length(Z2 ∩D) = 2 and A3 the first infinitesimal neighborhood of
P3 in P2. We have length((Z1 ∪Z2 ∪Z3)∩D) = 7. The scheme ResD(Z1 ∪Z2 ∪A3) is the
union of the first infinitesimal neighborhood of P1 in D, the first infinitesimal neighbor-
hood of P2 in P2 and P3. We add 3 general (2,3)-points Zi , i = 4,5,6. We first show
that h0(P2,IResD(Z1∪Z2∪A3)∪Z4∪Z5∪Z4(4)) < h0(P2,I(ResD(Z1∪Z2∪A3)∪Z4∪Z5∪Z4)\{P3}(4))
and then apply Lemma 1. Now assume d = 7. Let Pi , 1  i  3, be three general points
of D, Zj , j = 1,2, the (2,3)-point of P2 with (Zj )red = {Pj } and length(Zj ∩D) = 3 and
A3 the first infinitesimal neighborhood of P3 in P2. If d  8 the inductive proof is very
similar to the inductive proof of A(2, d) and hence it is omitted. 
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r3,4 = 0. Hence it is sufficient to prove A(3,4) (Remark 3). Take 3 (2,3)-points Zi such
that length(Zi ∩H) = 5 for i = 1,2,3, i.e. such that each Zi ∩H is a (2,3)-point of H (Re-
mark 2). By Theorem 1, the assertion A(2,4) is true, i.e Hi(H,I(Z1∪Z2∪Z3)∩H,H (4)) = 0
for i = 0,1. Hence by the Horace Lemma to prove A(3,4) it is sufficient to prove
H 0(P3,IB∪Z4∪Z5(4)) = 0, where Z4 and Z5 are two general (2,3)-points and B :=
ResH (Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ Z3) is a length 6 scheme union of 3 general tangent vectors of H . Take
a general plane H ′ and as Z4,Z5 two (2,3)-points such that length(Zi ∩ H ′) = 5 for
i = 4,5 and apply A(2,3) in H ′ (Theorem 1) and the Horace Lemma with respect to H ′.
Then to conclude use the elementary observation that Hi(P3,IB ′(2)) = 0, i = 0,1, if B ′
is a general union of 3 tangent vectors of H and two tangent vectors of H ′. Now we as-
sume d = 5. We have s3,5 = 8 and r3,5 = 0. Hence it is sufficient to prove A(3,5). We
take 5 general points Pi , 1  i  5, of H . Let Zi , 1  i  4, be a (2,3)-point of P3
such that (Zi)red = {Pi} and length(Zi ∩ H) = 5 for i = 1,2,3,4. We apply the (1,3,3)
trick (Remark 4) to H with respect to the point P5. Hence in H we have a length-21
scheme B := (Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ Z3 ∪ Z4) ∩ H ∪ {P5}. By Theorem 1, A(2,5) is true, and hence
Hi(H,IB(4)) = 0, i = 0,1, by the generality of P5. Hence it is sufficient to show that
the union of a suitable length-6 scheme W supported by P5, 3 general (2,3)-points and the
four length-2 schemes ResH (Zi), 1 i  4, has no cohomology in degree 4. Take a general
plane H ′ containing P5 and ResH (Z1). Hence length(W ∩H ′) = 3, length(ResH ′(W)) = 3
and ResH ′(W) ⊂ H ′. Specialize two of the new (2,3)-points, say Z6 and Z7, to two gen-
eral (2,3)-points such that length(Zi ∩H ′) = 5 for i = 6,7. Hence H ′ contains a length-15
scheme with no cohomology in degree 4 (this is easier than A(2,4)). Hence to prove
A(3,5) it is sufficient to prove that a suitable scheme G has no cohomology in degree 3;
here G is a length-20 scheme union of the length-3 scheme ResH ′(W) supported by P5,
a general (2,3)-scheme and 5 double points supported by P2, P3, P4, P6 and P7 and gen-
eral with the only restriction that the first 3 are supported by H and the last two by H ′.
This is easy: show that the first two components give ten independent conditions and then
apply Lemma 1. Now assume d = 6. We have s3,6 = 12 and r3,6 = 0. Hence it is sufficient
to prove A(3,6). We take 6 general points Pi , 1  i  6, of H . Let Zi , 1  i  5, be a
(2,3)-point of P3 such that (Zi)red = {Pi} and length(Zi ∩ H) = 5 for i = 1,2,3,4,5.
Let Z6 be a (2,3)-point of P3 such that (Zi)red = {Pi} and length(Zi ∩ H) = 3. Set B :=
(
⋃6
i=1 Zi) ∩ H , B ′ := (
⋃5
i=1 Zi) ∩ H , E := ResH (
⋃6
i=1 Zi) and E′ := ResH (
⋃5
i=1 Zi).
B has length 28 and B ′ has length 25. By A(2,6) we have h1(H,IB ′(6)) = 0, i.e.
h0(H,IB ′(6)) = 3. By D(2,6) we have h0(H,IB(6)) = 0. Thus by the Horace Lemma
to prove A(3,6) it is sufficient to prove h0(H,IE∪N(5)) = 0, where N is the union of 6
(2,3)-points of H . E′ is the union of 5 general tangent vectors of H and hence we may
apply Lemma 2. Now assume d = 7. We have s3,7 = 17 and r3,7 = 1. Since for any line
bundle L on an integral projective scheme T and any proper closed subscheme Z ⊂ T
we have h0(T ,IZ∪{P } ⊗ L) = max{h0(T ,IZ ⊗ L) − 1,0} for a general P ∈ T , to prove
A(3,7) it is sufficient to prove h0(P3,IZ(7)) 1 for a general union Z of 17 (2,3)-points
of P3. Since every point of P3 is the support of a (2,3)-point, the same inequality would
prove B(3,7). We choose 7 general points Pi ∈ H , 1  i  7, and call Zi a (2,3)-point
of P3 with (Zi)red = {Pi} and length(Zi ∩ H) = 5. We have s2,7 = 7 and r2,7 = 1. Hence
for the same reason, the truth of A(2,7) and the Horace Lemma, to prove A(3,7) it is
286 E. Ballico / Journal of Algebra 288 (2005) 279–286sufficient to prove h0(P3,IF (6)) = 0, where F is the union of the union, A, of 10 gen-
eral (2,3)-points and 7 general connected length-2 connected subschemes of H . Since
H 0(P3,IA(5)) = 0, this is true by Lemma 1. Now assume d  8. Take ad + bd general
points Pi , 1 i  ad + bd , of H . Let Zi , 1 i  ad + bd , be a (2,3)-point of P3 such that
(Zi)red = {Pi}. We assume length(Zi ∩H) = 5 for 1 i  ad and length(Zi ∩H) = 3 for
ad + 1  i  ad + bd . Let M be the union of r3,d − ad − bd general (2,3)-points of P3.
Set A :=⋃a+bi=1 Zi and B := ResH (A). We have length(A ∩ H) = (d + 2)(d + 1)/2. By
Lemma 3, we have hi(H,IA∩H,H (d)) = 0 for i = 0,1. Hence by the Horace Lemma we
have hi(P3,IA∪M(d)) hi(P3,IB∪M(d − 1)), i = 0,1. B is the general union of ad tan-
gent vectors to H and the union A′ of bd first infinitesimal neighborhoods in P3 (with as
support points in H ). By A(3, d − 1) and the easy inequality s3,d − ad  s3,d−1, we have
h1(P3,IM(d − 1)) = 0. By Lemma 1, we have h1(P3,IM∪A′(d − 1)) = 0. Then we apply
Lemma 2 to obtain A(3, d). 
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